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Abstract— Video streaming applications depend cloud 

storage for operating geo distributed services. So that live 

video traffic can be relayed between end users at higher 

throughput. Inter data center wide area network is used for 

this purpose. Inter data center networks are not only used for 

relaying live video traffic but also used for storage and 

email services. Unlike prior work that mainly aims to 

optimize delay of video traffic routing, this work aims to 

improve user’s quality of experience and minimize total cost 

of video distribution. 
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I. Introduction 

Many video streaming applications rely on public cloud 

providers for reducing management costs and improve 

performance. Some video streaming applications allow users 

to broadcast their video live to other users. These 

applications include Periscope, Meerkat, Facetime etc. All 

these video streaming applications use inter data center wide 

area network provided by major cloud service providers. 

Inter DC networks are usually well provisioned. Capacity of 

this network is 100 Mbps and higher. So content stored at 

one data center can be easily transferred to another data 

center that is closer to the requesting user. In the case of 

social live streaming, the content generated at one user’s 

mobile device can be transferred through the inter-DC 

network to other users in remote regions at a much higher 

throughput than that of direct point-to-point links. Dropbox, 

Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive are using inter data 

center wide area network. So that flows with different 

service priorities share the same links in inter-DC networks. 

The emergence of software defined networking provides a 

promising solution to provide users quality of experience as 

well as to reduce total management cost. The goal of traffic 

engineering is to make routing decisions in a network in 

order to balance several objectives such as maximizing 

throughput, balancing the link utilization across the network, 

controlling the bandwidth allocated to competing flows in a 

fair manner and minimizing latency when traffic patterns 

change or parts of the network fail. A network can be 

specified by its set of nodes, links and link capacities. The 

traffic engineering algorithm is used to decide how much 

bandwidth to allocate to each commodity and how to route it 

in a splittable way. This paper introduce an SDN-enabled 

cloud mobile video distribution architecture and also 

propose a joint video placement, request dispatching and 

traffic management mechanism to improve user experience 

and reduce the system operational cost. Here using a utility 

function to capture the two aspects of user experience. First 

one is the level of satisfaction and second one is  average 

latency, and formulate the joint optimization problem as a 

mixed integer programming problem. . The results show that 

this strategy can effectively cut down the total cost and 

guarantee user experience. 

II. DELAY OPTIMIZED SPARSE TRAFFIC ROUTING 

In an inter data center wide area network, given a collection 

of coexisting unicast or mulicast sessions of different delay 

sensitivities, then solving a traffic routing problem to 

determine the sending rate of each sessions on each 

available path. Here, the objective is to maximize a certain 

aggregate network utility that translates to throughput or 

network objectives, subject to bandwidth capacity 

constraints on inter data center links. For each session, the 

sending rates should be nonzero only on a couple of paths or 

trees to yield sparse path selection 

     An inter data center network of geo-distributed data 

center can be modeled as a complete and directed graph 

G=(V,E),with N=|V|, representing number of data centers. 

For each edge, that is, e€E, using C(e) to denote its available 

bandwidth capacity, and L(e) to denote the latency on link e. 

Suppose there are S unicast or multicast sessions in G, each 

with a required target rate Ri ,where i=1,2,……….,S and a 

priority parameter, which  is denoted by Wi, where 

Wi>0.Larger Wi indicates a higher priority and a greater 

sensitivity to latency. A video streaming session has always 

a higher priority value. Elastic and background flows have 

lower priority value. For each session i originated at a 

datacenter, finding out all feasible trees to reach all the 

destinations by a depth-first search algorithm. For each 

session i, feasible mulicast trees are denoted as 

Ti1,Ti2,………Tiki. Packet latency on each multicast tree 

Tij can be represented by Lij, where j=1,2,………ki.rij 

represents  the rate allocated to the tree Tij. Latency 

minimization in over provisioned network is as follows. 

Consider the network ,where each link has a bandwidth 

capacity of 2 units and a link latency of 1ms.Suppose there 

are 5 sessions,S1,S2,S3,S4 and S5.These sessions sending 

packets from the same source, node A, to the same 

destination, node  C. Assume that session S1 and S2 are 

background sessions, and each consumes 1 unit of 

bandwidth with lower delay  sensitivity, while sessions 

S3,S4 and                             S5 are video sessions, and each 

consumes 0.5 unit of bandwidth yet with higher delay 

sensitivity. This network is over provisioned because the 

total bandwidth capacity from node A to C is  4 units and is 

able to accommodate all 5 sessions which have a total 

bandwidth demand of 3.5 units. 
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Fig. 1: Poor routing decisions 

Suppose S1 and S2 are background flows and they 

arrive first and occupy the best direct route A->C.S3,S4,S5 

are video  sessions that join afterwards. So they will have to 

take the detoured path A->B->C if constrained shortest path 

routing is used. A better routing decision is to adjust routing 

decisions after video sessions have joined. Such that video 

sessions can take direct route from A->C. Then background 

flows should only be allocated with remaining bandwidth on 

AC 

 
Fig. 2: delay optimized routing scheme 

This scheme only aims to minimize delay of video 

traffic routing. 

III. SWAN   

SWAN is software driven WAN that enables inter data 

center wide area networks to carry significantly more traffic. 

While meeting policy goals SWAN achieves high 

efficiency. Policy goals includes preferential treatment for 

higher priority services and fairness among similar services. 

SWAN decides how much traffic each service can send 

based on current service demand and network topology and 

also configures network’s data plane to carry that traffic. For 

maintaining high utilization frequent updates are needed to 

the network’s data plane, as traffic demand or network 

topology changes. The main problem is that the updates are 

not atomic as they require changes to many switches. 

Services fall mainly into three broad categories; interactive, 

elastic and background flows. Interactive services are delay 

sensitive because they are in critical path of end user 

experience. Elastic services require timely delivery but it is 

not so delay sensitive as interactive applications. An 

example of background service is copying all the data of a 

service to another data center for long term storage. Such 

type of services only conduct maintenance and provisioning 

activities. 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION 

METHODOLOGY 

In this section, introducing system models and formulate an 

optimization problem, and also propose solution 

methodology to obtain the optimal decision 

A. System Model: 

Cloud model: Here modelling media cloud network as an 

undirected graph which can be represented as graph 

G=(V,E),where V represents the set of nodes including data 

centeres and routers and E represents the set of network 

links connecting nodes. The set of data centers are denoted 

by I and set of routers are denoted by Q. It satisfies the 

condition V=I∪Q and I∩Q=ø. Users are geographically 

distributed in j∈J regions.The cardinality of set I is 

represented by I .The cardinalities of the sets J and Q are 

denoted by J and Q. We assume that the number of 

datacenters are less than the number of user regions. That 

is,I<=J.Let Pij be the set of available path between data 

center denoted by I and user region denoted by j. Here ony 

choose a subset of all available paths in the physical 

topology as set Pij. A matrix Aij is used to model the 

topology which provides a mapping from  feasible paths 

p∈Pij to links m∈E.The element of Aij is Aij[m,p]={1,if 

link m lies on path p;0,otherwise 

So, using Aij we can store network topology 

between datacenter i and user region j. 

User demand: The set of video contents is denoted 

by K and Nj^k represents the number of requests for video 

k∈K.The diversity of end devices is considered ere. The 

desired video play back rate for user choice is denoted by r, 

which is divided into L levels. 

r∈L={r^1,r^2,……,r^l,…..r^LAuser request includes the 

information of the video content k which belongs to set K. 

The user request also includes the desired play back rate 

r^l∈L. 

Delay utility model: Focusing on delay to reflect 

the system utility. This directly concerns the   VSP’s 

revenue. For a link m€E, taking into account both the 

average queuing delay and propogation delay. Former is 

denoted by dm while later is denoted by hm. Lm is used to 

denote the bandwidth capacity of the link m. Link utilization 

ratio is defined as Um=Ym/Lm.  

Dm(um)=sm(um)um+qm 

It is a general linear function of the link utilization                                                 

to model queuing delay.sm(um) denote the slope while qm 

is the y-intercept. 

Cost model: Video distribution is a bandwidth 

centric service. So the deployment cost for the VSP is due to 

bandwidth cost. By aggregating all the streaming traffic 

flow, we can calculate the amount of bandwidth Bi 

provisioned by data center i to transmit video streaming 

flow. That is 

Bi= ∑ 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾∑ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 ∑ 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑖𝑗^𝑘𝑝 

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION     

This work propose an SDN enabled cloud architecture. Over 

an SDN enabled network multiple data centers are 

connected with each other. For providing a collection of 

video contents to the users distributed over multiple regions, 

the VSP exploits various resources. The VSP can monitor 
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and balance the sreaming flow over each link. This is to 

avoid network congestion and guarantee streaming quality. 

Users are connected to the cloud through access networks. 

Some routers act as the entry node of the cloud. A control 

center is introduced which is an integration of the SDN 

centralized controller and the cloud management server. The 

main aim of VSP is to jointly optimize user quality of 

experience and minimize total cost. The set of critical issues 

that needs to be addressed include resource allocation, 

request dispatching and response routing etc. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Prior work only aims to optimize delay where as proposed 

system aims to improve user’s quality of experience as well 

as reduction in the total cost of video distribution. To 

achieve these requirements, a unified model of traffic 

management is proposed in this paper. This model can 

guarantee user’s QoE and reduce total cost of video 

distribution. 
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